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MARY  ERLER

The  presentation miniature  in  London  MS  Arundel  38, the  earliest  copy of
Thomas Hoccleve’s  Regiment  of Primes, shows the  exchange  of  a  book between
two handsome young men, one standing, one kneeling. Its graceful elegance
marksit as the workof one of the period’s pre-eminent artists: it has been
attributed to Hermann Scheerre and more recently, to one of the artists of
the Bedford Psaltexc.I The standing, crowned figure has been recognized as
Prince  Hal, painted near the time of his  1413 coronation  as Henry V. The
kneeling figure, since Kate Harris’s investigation of the manuscript’s arms,2
can no longer be considered to  represent  Hoccleve, but must  instead  be the
owner of the arms, John Mowbray, later  earl marshalof  England  and second
duke  of  Norfolk  (1392—1432), as Kathleen  Scott  has observed.

Three  coats of  arms  appear in the manuscript; Harris identified the  second
and third as belonging to Mowbray and Segrave, respectively, and thusestablished
the identity of the manuscript’s patron.The first set of arms, on the manuscript’s
initial  folio  — England with a label of three points argent — has been  taken  to  refer
to Henry V as Prince of Wales. Harris notes the similarity of these arms with
those borne by the Mowbray dukes of Norfolk and it seems possible  that  the
arms on folio  1 also  belong to John Mowbray. They were  held by his ancestor,
Thomas  of Brotherton, and Rowena Archer points out  that although  Mowbray
was entitled to use the  arms  of Mowbray, Braose, Segrave and the  earl  marshal,
he  ‘seems  to  have  given justifiable pride of place to those of Brotherton.’3

Two kindsof evidence supportthe  contention  that  the  kneeling figure is
John Mowbray. First, the signatures foundin the  manuscript’s  pages, as Harris
noted, ‘seem  to evidence the manuscript’s descent in the Mowbray family’.
She suggested that Arundel 38 was not the royal presentation  manuscript, but
a  closely contemporary copy made for Mowbray, its patron.As  evidence  she
cited one of the several names on folio 99, Margaret Talbot, and noted that

'  K.L.  Scott, Later Goth:  Mammy”:  1390—1490. A 514mg of Manm'm'ptx Illuminated  in
the Britixb  Ides, vol. 6.  2  vols, London 1996, vol. 2, pp. 158—60, esp. 159.

2  K. Harris, 'The patron of  British  Library MS  Arundel  38’, Note:  and Queriu, vol.  31
(1984), pp.  462—63; Scott, Gothic  Mu, ibid.

3  Harris, ‘Patron’, p.  463;  the othercoats  of arms are on ff. 37 and 71. RE.  Archer,

‘Parliamentary restoration:  John  Mowbray and the  dukedom  of Norfolk in  1425’, in the
same  and S.  Walker, eds, Ruler:  and  Ruled  in Late Medieval  England,  London and Rio Gtmde

1995, pp. 99—116, esp. 110, n.44.
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Henry V  as Prince of Wales and (9)]ohn Mowbray, 23d Dukz of \arfolk.

London, British Library MS Arundel 38, f. 37. By permission of Thc Bzidsh hbrary
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the last Mowbray duke, the grandson of the manuscript’s  patron, had married
Elizabeth, daughter of John  Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury.4

Elizabeth  Talbot  was the  duchess  of Norfolk who appears so prominently
in the  Paston  correspondence. Drawing on the many letters in which she
features, Colin Richmond has  constructed a  graceful narrative of the  duchess’s
early married years and he: relation with the  Pastons, which :egularly involved
their hopes that she would be their  advocate  with her husband over the
disputed ownership of Caister Castle.5 The Margaret Talbot Whose name is
found in the manuscript was this duchess of Norfolk’s mother and the wife
of John  Talbot  mentioned above, perhaps the  most  important  military com-
mander in the French wars under Henry VI.6 Her signature  must  have  been
written in  Arundel  38 between her marriage in 1425, and her death in 1467.
She had commissioned Lydgate’s Gig: of Wan/i012, probably about 1425, in
honour  of the legendary ancestor of her father  Richard Beauchamp, Earl  of
Warwick. The matching pair of  borne, the  Talbot  and Beauchamp books of
hours, in which she and her husband appear in the frondspieces, were  probably
produced at the time of their marriage. Derek Pearsall points out  that  the
presence of  a  prayer fromLydgate’s  Alba»  and  Ambabell  in the  Talbot hours
demonstrates  her continuing interest in Lydgate’s work.7

Margaret  Talbot’s  name in the manuscript suggests an audience of female
readers  for this advice to princes work— an impression which is strengthened
by the presence of another woman’s name on the same folio. Jane  Rodon  was
gentlewoman to Margaret  Talbot’s daughter, Elizabeth, Duchess of Norfolk.
Indeed in  1472  Jane was the person whom John Paston III believed to be
closest to the duchess and consequently most important in pressing the family
suit  for Caister. On 21 September of  that  year he wrote to his brotherJohn
in London, ‘Also  in my wyse forget not in all hast to get some goodly ryng,
pryse of  x  s., or som praty flowyr of the same pryse, and not vndyr, to geue
to Jane Rodon, for she hathe hen the  most  spccyall laborer in  your  mater/ and
hathe promysed by: good wyll foorthe, and she dothe all “01’! by: mastresse.’a
On  8  November the elder brother wrote to the younger: ‘As  fore  the
delyueraunce off the rynge to Mestresse Jane Rothone, Idowt  nott  but it shall
be doon in the  best  wyse so that ye  shall  geet me  a thank  moore than the
rynge and  I  are worthe ore deserue.’9 Later that  month, John Paston II asked

‘ Scott, Gothic  Mu, p. 160, provides a complete list of the names written in the  manu-
script, which  include, as well as  those  discussed in the  text, Phelep Ratkelff,  Janet Colffax,

Thomas Jhonsson, Henry Wyk de London.
5  7h  Pan-Ian Farm?) in the F9990!!!) Centuy:  Faxtolf’:  Will,  Cambridge  1996,  pp.  241—54.
6  AJ. Pollard, jolm  Talbot  and the War in  Frame  1427— 1453, London 1983, p. 8.

7  The home are  Cambridge,  Fitzwilliam Museum  40—1950  and 41—1950; D.  Peaxsall,
john Lydgate, London  1970,  pp. 167,  204,  292.

3  N.  Davis, ed., Paxton Letter: and  Paper:  oftbe  Hfieentl} Centuy.  2  vols, Oxford1971,  vol.
1, p. 579  (no. 354).

9  Davis, Pawn  Lettm, vol.  1, p. 452 (no. 270).
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again, ‘Neuerthelesse  I  praye yow by the meanys of Mestresse Jahne Rothen
that [ye] will have my ladye mevyd foreme . . 'no

Jane was still with the duchess seven years later, in 1479, when in Novem-
ber after the death of his brotherJohn Paston III once more  sought  her help.
In  a  letter to his mother about taking possession of his brother’s manors, he
specified that no money should  be asked in his name as yet since it might
‘make my Lady of Norffolk ayenst me  .  . . I  haue  wretyn  a  bylle to . . . Jane
Rodon  to mak my lady of Norffolk, if it wyll  be.’“ Thus in the second and
third quarters of the fifteenth century, Arundel  38 seems to have been read
by two generations of women associated with the Mowbrays.

After the  1476  death of John Mowbray, fourth Duke of Norfolk (the
husband  of  duchess  Elizabeth) and the 1481 death of their only child  Anne,
the  Norfolk  title passed from the Mowbrays to the Howmds.12 It is likely that
with the passage of the  title  the manuscript remained in the  hands  of the
Howard  dukes  of Norfolk, as two more names in its pages indicate:  Thomas
Howard, second Earl of  Amndel  (1585—1646), who in  1641 petitioned  for
restoration of his grandfather’s  title  of  Duke  of Norfolk, and this  man’s grand-
son Henry Howard, sixth Duke  of Norfolk (1628—84) (the dukedom of  Norfolk
was restored in 1660 to his  elder  brother)” Arundel  38, the contemporary
copy of the manuscript which John Mowbray presented to Pn'nce  Hal, thus
seems to have descended in a single line from its  creation around 1412  or
1413  until 1666, when Henry Howard  gave  it to the Royal Society, with  much
of the rest of his library.  A  pauonal copy, produced at the same sophisticated
level as the princely presentation copy, the gift had its origins in the earlier
relations of the Mowbrays to the crown.

The second sort of evidence for  this  thesis comes fromMowbray family
history. John Mowbray’s  father Thomas, Earl of Nottingham and later  Duke
of Norfolk and Earl  Marshal, had been one of the lords appellant whose
attempts to  guide  and check Richard II were finally unsuccessful.  Together
with Prince Hal’s father Henry Bolingbroke, the futureHenry IV, he had
fought  against  Richard’s friend Robert de Vere, Earl of Oxford, at Radcot
Bridge  in 1387. But in a curious episode whose real significance has been
variously interpreted, the fathers of the two men in the  illumination, both
lords appellant, fell foul of each other. Bolingbroke later claimed  that  Mowbray
told him the king held a grudge against  them  since Radcot and would revenge

'° Ibid., vol. 1, p. 453 (no.  271) and sec 1.583, two days  later, in which John  Paston  III

writes to John  Paston H that  he had  great  difficulty in making Jane  take  the  token, but
that  she promised to be ‘more at your  command than  at any knight’s  in  England’.

"  Davis, Patton Lettm, vol. 1, p. 618  (no.  383).
‘2 On 28 June  1483  John  Howard  was  created Duke  of Norfolk and  Marshal  and Earl

Marshal  of England. CP, vol. 9, p. 610, and R.  Virgoe, ‘The  recovery of the Howaxds in

East  Anglia, 1485—1529’, in E. W. Ives at al., eds, Wealth  and  Power  in  T  udor England, Iondon

1978, pp. 1-20.
‘3 DNB, vol 10, pp.  32-33  and 73—76.
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himself. Mowbray denied  this, a trial by combat  was set for September 1398,

but at the  last  minute Rict banished both men, Mowbray for life. He died
in Venice in September 1399, in the same month that  Bolingbroke, now

returned to England, was recognized as king.M
The Mowbrays’ conflicts with the crown  continued  into Henry IV’s reign.

After the father’s  death  in  1399  his eldest son Thomas (elder brother to John
Mowbray, the manuscript’s patron) entered  a  dispute over precedence, which

was resolved by Henry IV in favour of his opponent. Mowbray consequently

joined an attempt at rebellion and was executed with Archbishop Scrope at

York  in 1405.15
At the death of his older brother John  succeeded, becoming fourth Earl

of Nottingham and Earl  Marshal, though the  ducal  title was not bestowed
until  1425. In 1407, still under age, he was assigned to the care of his great-aunt,
the countess of Hereford. In 1410 the  king took  him into his own custody,
but in February 1411, gave Mowbray into  the jurisdiction of  Ralph  Neville, first
Earl of Westmoreland, who almost immediately married him to his  daughter
Constance. The marriage license is dated 13 January 1412.“5 Westmoreland
had been one of the  lords  who met Henry Bolingbroke when he returned to
England on the  expedition  which ended in his coronation. By putting Mowbray
in the care of perhaps his strongest supporter the  king was attempting to

insure the loyalty of this powerful baronial house.
Many of Mowbray’s connections were Hoccleve’s  patrons.  For the  coun-

tess of Hereford, who had been his guardian, Hoccleve translated the  Complaint
oft/1e  Vzrgz'n and after  1422  Mowbray’s wife’s mother, Joan, Countess of West-
moreland, was the patron of one of his  Serie: manuscripts. Mowbray himself
employed Hoccleve in  1423  to write  a  petition and  a  warrant.”

Hoccleve was composing his magnum opus, the  Regiment, either in spring
1411  or  1412, depending on how its internal references are read;18 it was

‘4 For these  events:  A. Goodmanl Tile Loyal  Cotmimgl:  He  Lardr Appellant under Richard
11, London  1971; KB. McFarlane, Lamaun‘an King:  andLo/Iardlézfglm, Oxford  1972, pp. 29—

30, 44—46, 64, esp. ch. 6, ‘Father  and 8011'; M. McKisack, Z714; Fourteen”)  Centugt  1307—

1399, Oxford 1959, pp.  452—53, 485—87;  P. McNiven, Hemp:  and Politic: in the  Reign  of

Hwy:  1V.- 771e Bunting qabn  Badbt, Woodbridge  1987, pp.  121—23, 137.

'5 J..H Wylie, 7h  I-Iistagy of England under Hang:  the  Fourth, 4  vols, London  1894, vol.  2,

pp. 33.

'6 DNB, vol. 13, p. 1118.
'7 Burrow situates the  countess of Westrnoreland more precisely:  ‘Chaucer's niece, aunt

to Humphxey and Henry V, sister-in-law to Lord Furnival and mother-in—law of

Mowbray .  .  .  such  are the inter-relationships between the  great  ones with whom Hoccleve

had dealings’. J.A. Burrow, 77mm:  Haw/eye, English  Writers  of the  Late  Middle  Ages,

Aldershot  1994, pp. 24, 28, where the  1423  commission from Mowbmy is no. 60. The

countess of  Hereford  was the mother of Mary Bohun, Henry IV’s first  wife.

'3 The  Regiment has generally been  dated  1411: thus  C.R. Blyth in his  recent  edition:
171012121: Howler/e, The  Regiment  of Primes, TEAMS, Medieval Institute Publications, Kalamazoo

1999, p. 15. Evidence for the date of the  poem’s  completion  rests  on two passages. The
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certainly finished before Henry IV died in March  1413.  But the  poet’s com-
pletion of the  text  and the patron’s commission of the manuscript were prob-
ably somewhat separated in  time.  Nevertheless  the two political  realities  — the
composition of Hoccleve’s advice to princes  text  and Mowbray’s positioning
of himself at the opening of his public career as a Lancasttian loyalist—constitute
a  fortuitous  conjunction and together suggest the origins of MS  Arundel  38.

Mowbray’s emergence into adult (political) life occurred during the year
or so before the Prince’s accession. It may have been signalled by his January
1412  marriage; it was certainly confirmed when, very late in the old  king’s
reign on  4  March  1413, having previously proved his age, he was given livery
of his lands by Henry IV. His intention to present the gift was probably
formulated during this time when, though the old king was still alive,19 Mowbray
wished to affirm his connection with the king-to-be through the gift book and
its illustration.

In  that  illustration the two  figures  are presented in a timeless space which
provides no physical or  occasional  context for  their  meeting. Despite its beauty,
the picture is  a  generic one and efforts to identify in it a  particular  moment
may be misguided. We might note, however, the  unusual  position of the giver’s
and receiver’s hands:  close, almost  touching, ambiguous in comparison with
other presentation miniatures which define  giver  and receiver more clearly.20
The mutual gesture recalls the position of homage, in which the kneeling
figure’s hands would be folded within those of the standing figure. As the
close  rolls  attest,]ohn Mowbray did homage to the new king sometime between
20 March  1413  and 9 April of  that  year, the period between Henry IV’s  death
and Henry V’s  coronation.” The simplicity of the circlet worn by the standing
figure suggests that he is still prince, rather  than king.  It may be  that  the
picture alludes to  Mowbray’s  act of homage offered sometime in these three
weeks.

John Mowbray’s father’s struggle with Richard II and his elder brother’s
alliance against Henry IV made John himself  a  symbol of the dangers of
baronial power when mobilized against the crown. Thus Henry IV’s attempt,
in G.L. Harriss’ phrase, ‘to create personal ties between the heirs of the

poet writes  that  ‘paiement is hard to gete  adayes’ (line  825) and elsewhere, that  he has
been working in the Privy Seal  for  about  24 years, ‘come  Estten, and  that  is  neer’ (lines

803—5). Blyth observes: ‘we have evidence that  there were  originally not two but at  least
five copies produced for patrons”, ibid., p. 16.

'9 Political events of  1412:  P. McNiven, ‘Prince  Henry and the English political crisis
of  1412’, Hiking, vol. 65 (1980), pp. 1—16. Derek Pearsall has suggested  that  one of the
Regimenfs  intentions was to present the prince as  capable  of assuming the  throne  wisely,
‘Hoccleve’s  Regal/lent of Primer.  the  poetics  of royal self-representation', Spam/um, vol. 69
(1994), pp.  386—410.

m  This assessment  comes  from  Scott, Gothic  Marmmptx, vol. 2, p. 159, who suggests

that  the standing figure  may be giving the book to the kneeling one.
2' CCR, 1413— 19, pp.  4—5, 28.
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dissenting nobility and the loyal Lancastrian families’22 was in Mowbray’s case
particular intense. His loyalty to the royal  house  had been carefully nurtured
by Henry IV; we have seen the care with which the  king placed him  duxing
his minority. Mowbray’s importance might in addition have been magnified
by his blood relationship to the royal family. Some years later in  1425  he
commissioned  a  pedigree which showed his own and Henry V’s descent from
a  common ancestor and in an accompanying document he speaks of  ‘the  blode
riall and armes  riah: that I am  come  fro & hereiz3

Harriss has noted the anxieties regarding his magnates which  must  have
plagued the new king. ‘The young heirs of  those  families who had opposed
Henry IV and had suffered at his hands  were  now coming of age. Wouldthey
see, in an untried king the opportunity [for] conspiracy, treachery, and
force?’24

The careful policy of the father, however, bore fruitin the reign of the
son. J.H. Wylie describes the symbolism of Mowbray’s appearance at Henry V’s
coronation:

[Mowbray] . . . had  just received his lands within  a  few days of the  late king’s
death. He was  thus  able to  take  his  place  of honour [as Earl Marshal] at the
coronation ceremonies of the new  king, where his presence would be an
indication to the country that  the bitter feud that had  caused the banishment
of both their fathers  .  .  . had been  appeased  in the persons of the sons and
that  the great family of Mowbray had at length tacitly acknowledged the

usurpation of the house of Lancaster as  a  fact beyond recall.25

The miniature in  Arundel  38 presents a  visual  translation of  this idea.  It
constitutes  Mowbray’s  lavish assurance of his loyalty, offered to his sovereign
as preface to the  earliest  copy of Hoccleve’s major poem, a  copy ‘uncommonly

2’ G.L. Harriss, ‘The  king and his  magnates’, in the same, ed., Hwy V: The  Prattite  qf

Kingsbg'b, Oxford 1985, pp.  31—51, esp. 35.
a The pedigree  ‘endorsed  his blood relationship with Henry V  through their  common

ancestor Richard, earl of Amndel (d.  1376)’;  it was sewn to  a  Parliament roll, PRO, C65/

86, Archer, ‘John  Mowbmy’, p. 108. The pedigree accompanied  a  claim to precedence  over
the  earl  of  Warwick  submitted to Parliament; text:  Charles  Botolph  Joseph, Lord Mowbray,
TI): I-Iixtoy oftbe Noble  Home afStourtan,.  2 vols, London 1899, vol. 2, pp.  796—97. Archer,

13. 104, 108 n. 40, stresses Mowbray’s  interest  in  ‘matters  of ceremony [and] questions of

ptecedence’, due to his  family’s  hereditary office of marshal of England. She  notes  that
BL  Cotton  Nero D vi, 21 ms. with  instructions  as to the marshal's duties, may have  been
compiled for his father. It contains two lists of Mowbmy lords, one continuing through
John’s brotherThomas, executed  1405, and  a  second in  a  different hand which includes

John and his  son, the third duke (d. 1461). John probably first  performed the duties of
marshal at the coronation of Henry V, p. 105.

2‘ Harriss, riVIagnates’, pp.  33—34.
25 J.H. Wylie, The  Reign  qengy the  Fifth, 2  vols, Cambridge  1914, vol. 1, p. 21.
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careful’, and probably made under the  poet’s  supervision.”s In the spring of
1413, at the time of the  coronation  and the first parliament, the prince was
twenty-five, Mowbtay twenty-two.27 The two young men in the  miniature  may
be read, following Wylie’s suggestion, as  ‘sons’, their energies jointly devoted

to the new order  — a  promise which was redeemed in Mowbray’s case by his

subsequent ‘judicious and axduous’28 service to Henry V. Whether the moment
it depicts occurred in  1412, the year or so before Henry V’s accession, or
more narrowly, between 20 March and 9 April  1413  when Mowbray did
homage to the new king, in this image the two men face each other in an
oddly parallel relation. Close in  age, allied in blood and in arms, their paternity
transcended, poised for freshbeginnings, they extend their hands to each other
over  Hoccleve’s presented book.

2‘ C.  Blyth, ‘Editing the  Regiment  of Printef, in C.  Bart, ed., Ema]:  on  ”MIMI  Haw/eve,

London  1996, pp. 11—28, esp. 15. Blyth  uses  Arundel 38 as copytext for his edition (see

n. 18, above).
27 There is considerable  uncertainty about  Mowbray’s  birth date.  A  writ to determine

his age was issued on 10 November  1412  and the inquiry was held at Calais on  1  December,

where  a  dozen named jurors agreed that he was  ‘born  at Calais on  3  August  1390 and

baptised in St. Mary’s  church  there 9:: 9 August’. }.L. Kirby, ed., Calendar  of Inquixitiam  Pm

Mortm, vol. 19, 7— 14 Hwy: IV  (1405— 14  13), London, 1992, no. 336 (PRO, C137/63, no.

76, mm. 76—77).  Additional  attestations of his age in inquisiu'ons  post mortem  vary between

1390 and  1391  (occasionally 1389), though all  give  the day as 10 August.  I  have used

10  August 1390 because  of its prevalence, despite the CP  dating of  1392  (no day or month)
and  DNB’s  of 17  October  1389, followed byJ.L. Kirby, in ‘An  account of Robert Southwell,

Receiver-General of John Mowbray, Earl  Marshal, 1422-3’, BIHR, vol. 27 (1954), pp.  192—

98, esp. 193  n.3, citing IPM  8  Henry IV, no. 76, PRO, C137/62.  This  numbering is

superseded by Kirby’s own edition of  1992, cited  above; the  renumbered  documents  are

those  cited above (nos  300—36), which give Mowbray’s birth as 10  August 1390  or 1391.

7‘” The phrase is  Archer’s, ‘John Mowbray’, p. 101.
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